ARCHITECTURAL TECHNIQUES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS THAT DEFER ENFORCEMENT OF CERTAIN DELAYED CONTROL TRANSFER INSTRUCTION (DCTI) SEQUENCING CONSTRAINTS OR CONVENTIONS TO LATER STAGES OF AN EXECUTION PIPELINE ARE DESCRIBED. IN THIS WAY, COMPLEXITY OF A PROCESSOR PIPELINE FRONT-END (INCLUDING FETCH SEQUENCING) CAN BE SIMPLIFIED, AT LEAST IN-PART, BY FETCHING INSTRUCTIONS GENERALLY WITHOUT REGARD TO SUCH CONSTRAINTS OR CONVENTIONS. INSTEAD, ENFORCEMENT OF SUCH SEQUENCING CONSTRAINTS AND/OR CONVENTIONS MAY BE DEFERRED TO ONE OR MORE PIPELINE STAGES ASSOCIATED WITH COMMITMENT OR RETIREMENT OF INSTRUCTIONS. HIGHER FETCH BANDWIDTH MAY BE ACHIEVED IN SOME REALIZATIONS WHEN, FOR EXAMPLE, DCTI COUPLES ARE ENCOUNTERED IN AN EXECUTION SEQUENCE.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S)


BACKGROUND

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention
[0003] The invention generally relates to the field of computers and, more particularly, to computer architecture.

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0005] Processor instruction set architectures typically implement a variety of control transfer instructions (CTIs) including conditional and unconditional branches, calls, jumps, conditional traps, etc. In pipelined processor implementations, the execution of control transfer instructions can result in certain inefficiencies because instructions that follow a branch or other control transfer (in an expected or predicted execution sequence) may need to be flushed from the pipeline if the actual execution path diverges from that expected or predicted. In such cases, instructions along the actual execution path of the branch need to enter the pipeline for processing. The resulting pipeline bubble results in unproductive processor cycles.

[0006] One architectural technique that has been employed to reduce this inefficiency is to delay the effect of the control transfer instruction and to treat an instruction that immediately follows a control transfer instruction as if it logically preceded the delayed control transfer instruction. Instructions that are so treated are often said to reside in the “delay slot” of a “delayed control transfer instruction.” In this way, the size of the bubble is reduced (though not necessarily eliminated) and at least some of the otherwise wasted pipeline stages and processing cycles may be used productively.

[0007] SPARC instruction set processors traditionally implement an instruction set architecture that contemplates delay slot instructions. SPARC trademarks are used under license and are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC International, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Products bearing SPARC trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

[0008] As a specific example, the SPARC® Version 9 ISA includes five basic control transfer instruction types: a conditional branch, a call and link (CALL), a jump and link (JPML), a return from trap (RETTI) and a trap. In the SPARC Version 9 ISA, a delayed control transfer instruction such as a branch, when taken, causes the processor to change control to an instruction at a target address after a one instruction delay. In the usual case, the delay slot instruction (i.e., the instruction following the control transfer instruction) is executed after the control transfer instruction is executed and before control actually transfers to the target of the control transfer instruction.

[0009] If the instruction in the delay slot of a DCTI is itself a DCTI, then processing can be more complicated and may be subject to special rules imposed by an instruction set architecture. For example, in SPARC-based architectures a pair of successive DCTIs (i.e., a DCTI couple) is handled as follows. Both control transfer instructions are executed (but not the instruction in the delay slot of the second DCTI) and, assuming that both branches are both taken, control is transferred briefly to the destination of the first and then immediately to the destination of the second. The goal of such a special rule is to simplify processing of what could otherwise be a very complex hierarchy of branch conditions and targets. Other simplifying rules may be employed in other architectures.

[0010] In general, when a DCTI couple straddles a cache line boundary, a relatively complex pipeline can be required to ensure a desired instruction fetch behavior. Moreover, even when DCTI couples are encountered that do not cross cache line boundaries, relatively complex processing may be employed to conform processor behavior with special rules imposed by an instruction set architecture.

[0011] Due to the increasing operating frequencies of pipelined processors and increased depth of pipelines and speculation characteristic of some modern processor architectures, it can be difficult to design a processor pipeline front-end that can handle (in a timely manner) operations in support of delayed control transfer instructions. In some cases, instruction fetch bandwidth may be adversely affected and pipeline stalls may result. Unfortunately, proper execution of delayed control transfer instructions (including DCTI couples) may be required for instruction set compatibility. In particular, legacy code may exploit DCTI and delay slot instruction code constructs. As a result, it may not be acceptable to alter long-standing instruction set behaviors and conventions, even if such behaviors and conventions tend to limit performance.

[0012] What is needed are techniques for reducing the complexity of a processor pipeline front-end while still supporting DCTIs.

SUMMARY

[0013] It has been discovered that complexity of a processor pipeline front-end (including fetch sequencing) can be simplified, at least in part, by deferring enforcement of certain delayed control transfer instruction sequencing constraints or conventions to later stages of an execution pipeline. In some cases, enforcement of such sequencing constraints or conventions may be deferred to one or more pipeline stages associated with commitment or retirement of instructions. In this way, fetching by the pipeline front-end may be simplified when, for example, DCTI couples are encountered in an execution sequence.

[0014] These and other aspects of the described invention will be better described with reference to the Brief Description of the Drawings and accompanying Figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The present invention may be better understood, and its numerous objects, features, and advantages made apparent to those skilled in the art by referencing the accompanying drawings.

[0016] FIG. 1 depicts a relevant portion of an exemplary processor pipeline, constructed according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0017] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a memory structure illustrating certain complexities associated with determining proper instruction execution when a delayed control transfer instruction (DCTI) is a last instruction of a cache line, and
an associated delay slot instruction of the DCII is a first instruction of a next cache line.

[0018] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a memory structure illustrating certain complexities associated with resolving execution order when a DCII couple occurs in an instruction sequence.

[0019] FIG. 4 is an exemplary state diagram of a back-end of a computing apparatus, configured according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0020] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram depicting a process for handling DCII.

[0021] FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary computing apparatus according to one aspect of the present invention.

[0022] The use of the same reference symbols in different drawings indicates similar or identical items.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)

[0023] The description that follows illustrates certain exemplary realizations of processor architectures in accordance with the present invention. In an effort to provide persons of ordinary skill in the art with a clear description of the invented concepts, we have illustrated these concepts using processor architectures of specific design. In particular, in at least some of our descriptive material, we refer to processor designs that incorporate multiple processor cores and/or multiple execution units that may include architectural facilities (including fetch buffers, decode paths, helper arrays, instruction queues, register files, functional units and execution pipelines) replicated on a per-core and/or per-execution pipe basis. In addition, some of our descriptive material is consistent with a particular highly-speculative, highly-pipelined, in-order, multi-core processor design in which extremely large numbers of instructions may be “in flight” at any given time.

[0024] In some cases, advantages provided by techniques described herein may be accentuated or of particular significance in such an architecture or implementation. For example, in some cases, simplified sequencing and control may allow a pipeline front-end to more easily and consistently deliver instruction fetch bandwidth sufficient to feed a highly pipelined and/or highly replicated set of execution units.

[0025] Nonetheless, techniques of the present invention are more generally applicable. Particular processor architectures illustrated and described are only examples and are in no way critical or essential to exploitation of the invented techniques. Indeed, applicants envision exploitation and/or adaptations for a wide variety of architectures and/or processor implementations, including for processors of comparatively simple design. Based on the description herein, persons of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate a wide range of exploitations for the invented techniques. Accordingly, particular architectural techniques or advantages are detailed to advance understanding of the invented techniques; however, they do not, in general, constitute a limitation on the range of exploitations that fall within the scope of the appended claims. In view of the above, and without limitation, we now describe certain illustrative embodiments.

[0026] As used herein, the term “pipeline front-end” identifies a portion or section of a pipeline that is responsible (perhaps amongst other things) for fetching instructions. Such a pipeline front-end may include or be configured as one or more stages and is typically followed by further pipeline sections. The further pipeline stages typically include functionality for decoding, instruction queuing, grouping, execution and/or commit of instructions or operations. As used herein, a “downstream pipeline section” identifies a portion or section of a pipeline that follows the pipeline front-end, though not necessarily immediately. In accordance with various embodiments of the present invention, we handle certain aspects of delayed control transfer instruction (DCII) operations, including e.g., enforcement of proper execution sequence control with respect to delay slot and/or DCII couple conventions of an instruction set architecture, in a downstream pipeline section.

[0027] Such a downstream pipeline section may itself include one or more stages and, in some embodiments, may be implemented (at least in part) in commit logic. In this way, the processor may selectively commit results that correspond to those speculatively executed sequences that are consistent with delay slot/DCII conventions of the instruction set architecture (ISA). Speculatively executed sequences that are not consistent with ISA conventions are simply not committed. Although some “extra” instructions or operations may be fetched and executed, simplification of the pipeline front-end (particularly fetch sequencing control) may, in some processor designs, allow increased fetch bandwidth and increased overall performance.

[0028] As noted above, instruction sets that include delayed control transfer instructions (DCII) present certain implementation challenges that have been exacerbated as the operating frequencies and complexity of processor pipelines have increased. DCII couples and, in particular, DCII couples that span cache line boundaries present challenges. As described herein, the complexity of a processor pipeline front-end can be reduced by handling delay slot instructions in a processor pipeline back-end, e.g., a commit unit, which can step through the instruction sequence following appropriate program counter (PC) and next PC (NPC) rules or conventions.

[0029] With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary processor pipeline 100 is depicted that includes a fetch pipe 102 that is coupled to an instruction store (IS) 106, e.g., a level 1 (L1) cache memory, which may be coupled to a level 2 (L2) cache memory. The fetch pipe 102 may fetch instructions for multiple strands. It should be understood that an exemplary computing apparatus may implement multiple processor cores, e.g., 16 cores, each having multiple processor pipelines, e.g., 4 pipelines per core, on a single integrated circuit (IC) and may include multiple of such ICs. An output of the fetch pipe 102 is provided to a fetch buffer 104, which functions to decouple the fetch pipe 102 from subsequent pipes in the pipeline 100. The fetch buffer 104 may also re-order instructions and may buffer cache lines with predicted taken delayed control transfer instructions (PTDCII). As is shown in FIG. 1, a helper store 110, e.g., a programmable helper random access memory (RAM), is coupled to an output of the fetch buffer 104. The helper store 110 includes microcoded instructions that provide helper instruction sequences, when appropriate, to a decode pipe 108. In general, the helper store 110 provides a sequence of helper instructions for a complex instruction that, for various reasons, a designer has decided not to implement directly in hardware. Typically, implementations of decode pipe 108 include one or more stages that function to decode instruc-
tions. The decode pipe 108 is coupled to the instruction queue 112, which may also serve to decouple the decode pipe 108 from later stages of the pipeline 100.

A register file 114, including a working register file (WRF) and an architectural register file (ARF), is coupled to the decode pipe 108, an execution pipe 118, and a trap and commit unit 122. It should be appreciated that while the WRF and ARF are shown combined, the WRF and ARF may (in some realizations) be implemented as separate structures for each pipeline or as logically distinct portions of an integrated structure. Instructions stored in the instruction queue 112 may be grouped, by grouping unit 116, for execution by the execution pipe 118. The execution pipe 118 is coupled to the commit unit 122, which commits executed instructions to architectural state in the ARF. According to one aspect of the present invention, the commit unit 122 is also configured to determine correct execution of instruction groups including predicted taken DCTIs (PTDCTIs). A data cache 120 is coupled to and provides data to the execution pipe 118.

With reference to FIG. 2, a memory structure diagram 200 is depicted that includes cache lines 202, 204 and 206 and is intended to demonstrate the complexity of executing an instruction set with at least one delayed control transfer function (DCTI). More specifically, the diagram 200 provides an exemplary illustration of the complexity encountered by a pipeline front-end when a delay slot of a predicted taken DCTI (PTDCTI) is on a different cache line. As is shown, the cache line 202 includes a predicted not-taken branch instruction 210, followed by a delay slot 212 for the instruction 210, and a branch instruction 214, which is located as a last instruction on the cache line 202. As is illustrated, the cache line 204 includes a delay slot 216 for the branch instruction 214.

It should be appreciated that when the branch instruction 214 is a delayed control transfer instruction (DCTI), the delay slot instruction associated with the DCTI may not be readily available, i.e., a cache miss, a translation look-aside buffer (TLB) miss, a memory management unit (MMU) miss or an unmapped page may occur. As is illustrated, the branch instruction 214 is a PTDCTI, which instructs the processor to fetch instructions from cache line 206. It should also be appreciated that a conventional pipeline front-end would generally fetch the cache line 204 (with the delay slot instruction 216), before fetching the cache line 206. According to one aspect of the present invention, the fetch buffer 104 (FIG. 1) is configured to buffer predictions (i.e., PTDCTIs) of a last fetch state. Thus, the prediction is hidden and when the next cache line comes back, the buffered cache line with the PTDCTI is handed back to the fetch pipe 102, at which point the fetch pipe 102 is instructed to fetch instructions from a target address of the instruction 214.

FIG. 3 depicts a memory structure diagram 300 that includes cache lines 302, 304, 306 and 308. The diagram 300 is intended to illustrate the complexity of executing an instruction set with at least one delayed control transfer function (DCTI) where delay slots are not contiguous. More specifically, the diagram 300 provides an exemplary illustration of the complexity encountered by a pipeline front-end when a delay slot of a predicted taken DCTI (PTDCTI) includes a PTDCTI. As is shown, the cache line 302 includes a branch instruction 310, i.e., a PTDCTI, and another branch instruction 312, which is in a delay slot of the instruction 310. The instruction 310 has a branch address to branch instruction 314 (at cache line 304) and the branch instruction 312 has a branch address to a first instruction 318 of cache line 306. The instruction 314 is a predicted taken branch to a branch address of instruction 316, located in cache line 308. Following the rules of PC and NPC, a conventional processor pipeline front-end would itself determine a proper instruction fetching sequence for the instructions 310-316. As noted above, chained delay slots are even more difficult to handle than a DCTI at the end of a cache line and require a relatively complex pipeline front-end to properly determine a proper instruction fetching sequence such that a desired instruction execution order is achieved.

In accordance with the present invention, we instead defer enforcement of proper execution sequence ordering to downstream pipeline section(s). FIG. 4 is a state machine diagram 400 of a pipeline back-end (e.g., a commit unit) for handling a predicted taken C1I, which has a delay slot present in an instruction group. In an initial refresh state C0, control transfers to state C1 if a first encountered branch within an instruction group is a PTDCTI (“M”). If the first encountered branch is not a PTDCTI (“E”), control remains in state C0. In state C1, if a second PTDCTI is not encountered within the instruction group, control returns to state C0. Otherwise, when a second PTDCTI is encountered within the instruction group in state C1, control transfers to state C2 where the fetch pipe 104 is cleared and a target of the first encountered branch is redone. In state C2, when the target of the first encountered branch includes a PTDCTI, control transfers to state C3, where the fetch pipe 104 is cleared and a target of the second PTDCTI is redone. When an encountered branch is not a predicted taken DCTI in state C2, control remains in state C2. In state C3, control transfers to state C1 when a PTDCTI is encountered or to state C0 when a PTDCTI is not encountered.

With reference to FIG. 5, a process 500 for handling delayed control transfer instructions (DCTIs) is depicted. In block 502, a first PTDCTI is fetched. Next, at block 504 at least a delay instruction following the first PTDCTI is fetched, assuming that the delay instruction was not already within a group of fetched instructions that included the first PTDCTI. Then, in block 506, one or more instructions are fetched at a target address of the first PTDCTI. At block 508, correct execution sequence of the delay slot instruction of the first PTDCTI and the delay slot instruction of any subsequent PTDCTI is enforced by a pipeline back-end, e.g., an architectural commit unit. In this way, fetch sequencing is simplified and enforcement of DCTI execution ordering conventions are instead enforced in a downstream pipeline section.

FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary computer system 600 constructed according to various aspects of the present invention. The computer system 600 includes a processor unit 602, which may include multiple processors, a single threaded processor, a multi-threaded processor, a multi-core processor, etc. that implements one or more of the pipelines 100. The computer system 600 also includes a system memory 608 (e.g., one or more cache levels, SRAM, DRAM, RDRAM, EDO RAM, DDR RAM, and/or EEPROM, etc.), a system bus 604 (e.g., LDT, PCI, ISA, etc.), a network interface 606 (e.g., an ATM interface, an Ethernet interface, a Frame Relay interface, etc.), and storage device(s) 610 (e.g., optical storage, magnetic storage, etc.). Computer system realizations of the invention may
include fewer or additional components not illustrated in FIG. 6. For example, the system 600 may also include video cards, audio cards, additional network interfaces, peripheral devices, etc. The processor unit 602, the storage device(s) 610, the network interface 606 and the system memory 608 are coupled to the system bus 604. The processor unit 602 includes the instruction store 106 and a memory interface that couples the instruction store 106 to a memory hierarchy, i.e., the system memory 608. A computing apparatus constructed according to one or more embodiments of the present invention may be embodied as a processor integrated circuit or as one or more computer readable storage media encoding a design file representation of the computing apparatus.

[0037] While the invention has been described with reference to various realizations, it will be understood that these realizations are illustrative and that the scope of the invention is not limited to them. Many variations, modifications, additions, and improvements are possible. More generally, realizations in accordance with the present invention have been described in the context of particular realizations. For example, the blocks and logic units identified in the description are for understanding the described invention and not meant to limit the described invention. Functionality may be separated or combined in blocks differently in various realizations of the invention or described with different terminology. As used herein, plural instances may be provided for components described herein as a single instance. These and other variations, modifications, additions, and improvements may fall within the scope of the invention as defined in the claims that follow.

[0038] While circuits and physical structures are generally presumed, it is well recognized that in modern semiconductor design and fabrication, physical structures and circuits may be embodied in computer-readable descriptive form suitable for use in subsequent design, test or fabrication stages. Structures and functionality presented as discrete components in the exemplary configurations may be implemented as a combined structure or component. The invention is contemplated to include circuits, systems of circuits, related methods, and computer-readable medium encodings of such circuits, systems, and methods, all as described herein, and as defined in the appended claims. As used herein, a computer-readable medium includes at least disk, tape, or other magnetic, optical, semiconductor (e.g., flash memory cards, ROM). In some cases, encodings may be transmitted using a network, wireline, wireless or other communications medium.

[0039] The description of the invention set forth herein is illustrative, and is not intended to limit the scope of the invention as set forth in the following claims. For example, while the invention has been described in an embodiment in which a particular speculative, in-order multi-core architecture is described, one of skill in the art will appreciate that the teachings herein can be utilized with other architectures. Variations and modifications of the embodiments disclosed herein may be made based on the description set forth herein, without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention as set forth in the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A computing apparatus configured to execute an instruction set that includes at least one delayed control transfer type instruction (DCTI), the computing apparatus comprising:

- a pipeline front-end for fetching instructions from an instruction store generally without regard to an architecturally-defined special branching behavior for program sequences that include a second DCTI in the delay slot of a first DCTI; and
- a downstream pipeline section configured to identify in a speculatively executed instruction sequence, a subsequence containing the second DCTI in the delay slot of the first DCTI and to enforce the architecturally-defined special branching behavior.

2. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the downstream pipeline section includes a commit stage for committing executed instructions to architectural state, the commit stage enforcing the architecturally-defined special branching behavior.

3. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the pipeline front-end lacks capability to determine proper execution order for nested DCTIs within fetched groups of instructions.

4. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the pipeline front-end lacks capability to determine proper execution order for DCTI couples within fetched groups of instructions.

5. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the architecturally-defined special branching behavior includes a requirement that, for an instruction sequence that contains a DCTI couple, for which both branches are at least predicted taken, control is transferred briefly to the target of the first DCTI of the couple and then to the target of the second.

6. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the downstream pipeline section, upon detecting nested predicted taken DCTIs, is configured to determine proper instruction execution order and to cause the pipeline front-end to fetch additional instruction groups accordingly.

7. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the downstream pipeline section, upon detecting a second consecutive predicted taken DCTI, is configured to determine a proper next program counter (NPC) value and to cause the pipeline front-end to fetch a next instruction at an address indicated by the NPC.

8. The computing apparatus of claim 1, wherein the downstream pipeline section, upon detecting a second consecutive predicted taken DCTI, is configured to step through a group of successive instructions until a predetermined number of consecutive instructions other than DCTIs are executed, by successively determining a next program counter (NPC) value for each stepped instruction and causing the pipeline front-end to fetch an instruction at an address indicated by the NPC.

9. The computing apparatus of claim 1, configured as a multiple instruction issue, in-order issue processor.

10. The computing apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:

- multiple execution pipelines sharing the pipeline front-end, each execution pipeline comprising at least one fetch buffer for storing one or more groups of fetched instructions.

11. The computing apparatus of claim 1, embodied as a multi-core processor integrated circuit.
12. The computing apparatus of claim 1, embodied as one or more computer readable storage media encoding a design file representation of a processor integrated circuit.

13. The computing apparatus of claim 1, embodied as a computer system and further comprising:
   a memory interface coupled to the instruction store; and
   a memory hierarchy coupled to the memory interface.

14. A multi-core processor in which plural of the implemented cores share a front-end section that fetches instructions to be executed in functional units of the cores and that enforces an instruction set defined special branching behavior for program sequences that include a second delayed control transfer instruction (DCTI) in the delay slot of a first DCTI in commit logic rather than in fetch sequencing logic of the front-end section.

15. The multi-core processor of claim 14, further comprising:
   an instruction store from which the front-end section fetches instructions.

16. The multi-core processor of claim 14, wherein the front-end section fetches instructions generally without regard to the instruction set defined special branching behavior.

17. The multi-core processor of claim 14, in combination with, and coupled to, a memory hierarchy in which the first and second DCTIs span a cache line boundary.

18. A method of operating a processor configured to execute an instruction set that includes at least one delayed control transfer type instruction (DCTI), the method comprising:
   fetching instructions from an instruction store generally without regard to an architecturally-defined special branching behavior for program sequences that include a second DCTI in the delay slot of a first DCTI;
   speculatively executing instruction sequences including at least some subsequences that are inconsistent with the architecturally-defined special branching behavior; and
   identifying in the speculatively executed instruction sequences, a subsequence containing the second DCTI in the delay slot of the first DCTI and enforcing the architecturally-defined special branching behavior.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:
   selectively committing executed instructions to architectural state in a commit stage of the processor, the commit stage enforcing the architecturally-defined special branching behavior.

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising:
   directing further fetching of instructions from the instruction store based on results of the post-speculative execution enforcement of the architecturally-defined special branching behavior.